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1. Preface 

At the present time, during building up or a well-developed socialist society, 
a rapid pr0'gress in science and technical sciences is taking place in Czechosl0'va
kia without any anal0'gy in the past. The scientific-technical revolution results in 
basic qualitative changes. in the present-day system of production f0'rces in Cz~
choslovakia which affect all components of this system and all sides of techno
logical relationships. The extraordinarily rapid development of science and the 
prompt introduction of scientific knowledge int0' production make of the science 
an immediate production force. 

The changes evoked by the building up of socialism and by the scienti,fic
technical revolution strike even the Czech geography. Ge0'graphy in Czechoslova
kia is subjected to changes affecting the bases proper 0'f the said science., 

But the processes mentioned "ab0've manifest themselves. eV2n in the object 
of geography, i. e. in the changes of the intricate system of the landscape sphere 
on Czechoslovakia's territory. Mainly the socialization of agriculture and the chan
ges attached thereto by the division of land and the industrialization of agricul
tural production have substantially changed the character of the landscape of 
extensive regions in Czechoslovakia. The extension 0'f production and the adop
tion of new modes of production have not only raised the standard of living of 
the population but manifested themselves even by some negative effects 0'n land
scape and environment (atmQspheric and water pollution, cumulation of waste, 
etc. ). 

In planning Czechoslovakia's future development, a number of tasks arise 
therefore, several of them concerning the spatial organizati0'n of the economy and 
life of the society. The quality of the environment in Czechoslovakia also exhibits 
a distinct spatial structure, from regions with a slightly disturbed nature (e. g. 
national parks and protected landscape areas) up to regions devastated by mining 
with str0'ngly disturbed natural conditions. This is why the simple statement 0'f 
the present-day state of geographical conditi0'ns and the state of environment is not 
sufficient for planning but it is necessary to know the variants of the development 
of the spatial structure of economy as well as of the life of the SOCiety for instance 
in 1990, 2000 and/or 2050. Czech geographers have, theref0're, in recent years 
paid considerable attention to the pr0'blems of geographical pr0'gnosis. 

2. Contents of the geographical prognosis 

Prognosticating is a systematic investigation of the future and a formulation 
of scientific statements concerning 0'bjectively possible alternatives and variants 
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of the sUDj2'Ct of prognosis in the future. The result of the investigation is a prog
nosis as a complex of mutually connected valuations, i. e. aims of valuation, mo
des of their achievement and necessary costs. It has already been mentioned abo
ve that, at the present time, Czech geography is facing two tasks, such as 
a) the prognosis_ of the geography as a science, and 
b) the prognosis of the development of the subject of geography, i. c. of the land

scape sphere especially on Czechoslovakia's territory. 
For the purpose of tackling the tasks mentioned, geography creates an imple

ment - the geographical prognosis. The geographical prognosis is a systematically 
derived and from the viewpoint of reliability theoretically and practically verified 
system of possible alternative states of geography as science and of the landscape 
sphere as a subject of study of this science in the future. The geographical prog
nosis is a very complicated and responsible task. It requires not only a d~ep 
insight in the development of science but, simultaneously, a clear idea of time· 
spatial relationships of nature and society in the future. 

The geographical prognosis belongs by its character into the group of scienti
fic-technical prognoses. It should be stressed that the scientific-technical prognosti· 
cation and the practice of scientific-technical prognosticating are still in the be
ginning of their development. At the pr-esent time, the active process of imprc
vementof the methods of scientific-technical prognosticating is proceeding in 
Czechoslovakia. Czech geographers have the advantage of being able to base the 
elaboration of the methods of geographical prognosis on collective co··operation of 
the member countries of COMECON in the sphere of scientific-technical prognos
ticating. 

The methodological basis of the Czech geographical prognostication are the 
scientific categories of materiahstic dialectics and, above all, the principles 01 
objectivity and law-controlled development, the recognizability and inexhaustibi
lity of the real world. The geographical prognosticating is in relation to general 
prognostication a conrrete branch of geographical research based on its spe.::ific 
theory resting upon general Knowledse of the doctrine OE science. At the present 
time, geographIcal prognosticating il1 Czechoslovakia is getting the character of 
a systematic analysis o.t tendencies and perspectives giving more precision to va
luation. The prognoses designed by geographers are based on known objective 
laws, tendencies, demands and conditiom of the qevelopmer,t of both. the geo
graphy as science and the whole Czechoslovak society. The geographers are 
trying to formulate the possible alternatives of the development of both - the 
geography and the subject of its study - the landscape sphere on the whole 
territory of the country. Experience has shown that prognosticating is more 
successful if it is more connected with the practice of socialist development, with 
planning of the scientific-technical and socio-economic development of a well
developed socialist society. 

The geographical prognostication is further based on general methods of 
prognostication, i. e. on the complex of general principles, modes and laws of 
scientific forecasting. 

3. Prognosticating of the development of Czech geography 

As already mentioned, the geography as science was subjected in recent years 
to a substantial development affecting the bases proper of this old science. Even 
Czech geography is quickly developing as a component of Czechoslovak geography, 
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a component of the geography in socialist countries and, last but not least, as 
a component of world geography. Czech geography turned from description to 
the s.ystem-structural analysis. of its subject, i. e. of the landscape sphere. It does, 
not content itself only with the statement of the present-day state. Czech geo
graphers are searching for and proposing the modes of the control of the develop
ment of the landscape sphere on Czechoslovakia's territory and within the frame 
of the co-operation of the COMECON member countries. in the interest of its 
optimum utilization for the needs of further development of the socialist society. 
In Czechoslovakia, a rational spatial organization of life and economic activities 
of the soci3list society is becoming a necessary component of the complex care 
of environment of this society. 

The development of Czech geography is planned and takes place both within 
the scope of the preparation and execution of the different fifve-year plans of the 
development of Czechoslovak economy and society, and within the frame of plan
ning for longer periods 00 up to 15 years). The task of Czech geographers is, 
therefore, to proJIJ,osticate the needs of the development of geography for the said 
periods and to give them precision on the basis of the five-year plans of the State 
Plan of Basic Research and the State Plan of Technical Development. 

The prognoses carried out so far of the development of the Czech geography 
have shown that it will deal up to 1990 mainly with the problems of 
a) landscape and its development (changes of spatial dIfferentiation and spatial 

structure especially from the point of view of securing the optimum utilization 
of natural resources and of securing the optimum environment) 

b) spatial geographical structures with the aim of securing the optimum spatial 
dislocation of population (investigation of urbanized areas), production and 
recreation 

c) cartographical models especially with the application of modern means of 
automation of map compilation and the utilization of the modes of remote 
sensing 

d) modernization of teaching geography in all types of schools. 
The prognosis has shown simultaneously that to secure such a development 

ot geography in the future it will be necessary to develop the theory of geography 
as well as the further development of geographical prognosis. 

4. PrognostIcating of the further development of the landscape sphere 
on Czechoslovakia's territory 

Prognosticating the further development of the landscape sphere on Czecho
slovakia's territory is an important task not only of theoretical significance fm 
geography but also of immediate practical significance mainly in connection 
with s·ecuring the optimuln environment for the further development of socialist 
society. 

But experience has shown that the geographical prognosis of the development 
of the landscape sphere is a very complicated task, especially for the followin8 
reasons,: 
a) the progriosis must be based on reliable data and knowledge of the past anc~ 

the future 
b) the subject of the prognosis, i. e. the landscape sphere, is an unusually intri

cate system with many variables 
c) the prognosis must end by a synthesis, i. e. a complex prognosis of thedeve-
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lopment of the landscape sphere on Czechoslovakia's territory or its, parts 
for 15, 25, 50 or - in the last resort - even 100 years ahead. 
The geographical prognosis is always a scientific fores.eeing of unknown or 

partly unknown phenomena. This is why so heavy demands are made on the 
reliability of the basic data:. For the prognosis of a possible development of spa
tial relationships between the elements and components of the landscape sphere on 
Czechoslovakia's territory it is necessary to know above all: 
a) the trends and rate of the natural development of the different natural ele

ments and components of the landscape sphere 
b) the changes both of the individual components and the whole natural sub

system of the landscape sphere affected by the economic activities of society 
c) the tendency of the development of the whole society, i. e. both the totality 

and the different socio-economic subsystems (industry, agriculture, transport, 
services, recreation, etc.). 

The basic data must be related to a certain zero level. But the experience of 
Czech geographers has shown that in the conditions of the strongly altered nature 
of Czechoslovakia it is quite difficult to find the scale of the natural development 
of the individual elements and components of the physico-geographical sphere. 
In the time, when measurements of climate, waters, biota, with sufficient precision 
were started (e. g. climatic data from 1775 in Praha-Klementinum), the para
meters already concerned a rapidly changing nature with significant and diverse 
effects of human activities. To acquire exact data on the landscap2 sphere in the 
past and partly even nowadays is therefore rather difficult and geographers are 
often obliged to use estimates and approximate data. This fact is, of course, reflec
ted in the quality of the prognosis. 

From the functional viewpoint, three types of geographical prognoses are 
distinguished by Czech geographers. The first type are geographical research 
prognoses whose aim are the discovery and formulation of new tendencies in the 
development of the geography as science and its subiect,i. e. the landscape sphere. 
This tyne of prognoses is tackled above all in the Institutes of Geography of the 
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences and the Slovak Academy of Sciences and at 
the geographical departments of universities. The second type are geographical 
program prognoses based on known tendencies and laws of the development of 
geogr'lphv as science and its subject and also on social needs. They refer to geo
graphical research prognoses but are more focussed on the requirements of practi
ce. This type of prognoses is examined besides the institutions mentioned above 
II Iso by geographers in departmental research institutes and institutions (c. g. 
Research Institute of Construction anrl Architecture). Thf; third type are geo
graphical organization prognoses based on the knowledge of general laws and 
tendencies of the development of geography as an organization system. They arc 
based on information supplied by research and program prognoses, on information 
of human and material resources and formulate the scientifically motivated hy
pethE'sIs on resources necessary for the achievement of possible ;tnd nlanned aim( 
An example of such prognoses are the different levels of territorial planning in 
Czechoslovakia. 

At the present time, the scientific prognostic:ntion is llsing l' hont 140 various 
mpthods of pwgnosticating. The real number of thp methods applied in geogranhi
cal Drognosticating in Czechoslovakia is. naturally. much sm'lller. The applied 
methods can be, in substance, concentrated into three basic groups. such as extra
polation methods, exoertise methods and methods of modelling. 

In the geographical prognosis, its subject is considered by Cz{'('h f1Po~raphcrs 
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principally a system of interconnected components with respect to their hierarchy 
and importance. The object of the prognosis is simultaneously studied in relation
ships with other systems as well as an element of the system of higher order. Czedl 
geographers understand under the term system methods in the practice of present
day geographical prognosticating .the procedure of the application of different 
methods and approaches to prognosticating based on a united theoreticaJ.hypothe 
sis. In this procedure, the various methods and approaches complement mutually 
their limited possibilities. This procedure increases, therefore, the credibility of 
the obtained data. The utilization of system theory in ensuring the solution of the 
geographical prognosis is a necessity corresponding to the Ilew level of the pro· 
blems arising before Czech geography within the frame of the scientific-technical 
revolution. -

The geographical prognosis. in Czechoslovakia has also different levels. The 
highest level represents the prognoses of the development of the landscape sphere 
on the level of the whole federation. 

The second level are the prognoses on the level of both states - the Czech 
So::ialist Republic and the Slovak Socialist Republic., An example of such 
a prognosis can be the prognosis of the development of the environment of the Czech 
Socialist Republic in the publication ]. Demek et aI., Zivotniprosti'edi Ceske so
cialil:>ticke republiky (The Environment of the Czech Socialist Republic, Praha 
1978). This geographical prognosis formulates some conceptions of the further 
development of the landscape sphere of the Czech Socialist >Republic about [J 

2030. These are: 
a) the conception that the atmospheric pollution of the CSR will go on increasing 

until 1985 in connection with the increasing consumption of solid fuel (espe
cially lignite of low quality) and with the development of motorism; as, late 
as after 1985 a slight decrease in pollution by solid partirles. can be expected 
owing to the increased efficiency of fly-ash separators; but the amount of gas 
emmissions (above all S02) will increase futher, even after 1985; 

b) the conception on thermal pollution of the atmosphere in settlem~nt aggIo
merations and industrial centres where the additional thermal energy will 
reach about 2000 approximately 1/3 of the total quantity of solar energy in
cident upon 1 m2 of the surface of the Czech Socialist Republic per year; 

c) the conception on limited resources of surface and groundwater and on the 
increasing trend of water consumption by the population from the present-day 
296 1. inh. -1. day-1 to 552 1. inh. -1. day-1 in 2000; as well as on the increa
sing water pollution by agriculture which may be a limiting agent of social 
and economic development in 2000; 

d) the conception on the rearrangement of the whole landscape of the Czech So
cialist Republic and the change of its function especially in the lowland 3.ml 
hilly land regions in connection with the concentration, mechanization and 
specialization of agriculture; 

e) the conception on growing problems in urbanized regions, mainly as to 
atmospheric pollution, problems with noise, lack of drinking water, civiliza
tion diseases, etc.; 

f) the conception on the spatial differentiation of the environment in the indi
vidual parts of the Republic and concentration of significant problems. in so
me regions, such as for instance, in the North Bohemian Lignite Basin and 
th2 urban T2gions of Ostrava, Praha, Brno, Plzeii, Sokolov, Hradec Kralove 
and Pardubice. 
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The third level is the prognosis of the development of the landscape sphere 
in the individual regions. A considerable progress has been attained in this level 
of prognosis, especially thanks to the institutes dealing with territorial planning 
(e. g. Terplan, Urbion, etc. J. 

In the geographical prognoses, the possibilities of the special geographical 
representittion means are usually made use of - the thematic maps. But it should 
be mentioned that this specific geographical language is still more used even by 
other scientific disciplines (e. g. by territorial planning) which results in a "geo 
graphization" of these branches and their rapprochement with geography. A new 
higher stage of geographical prognosis will be the starting monitoring and auto
mation of the construction of prognostic maps with the aid of computers. 
Conclusions 

The present-day state of geography as science and the present-day state of 
its subject of study - the landscape - require not only the establishment 
of their present-day state but even a prognosis of their development in the 
future. This is why Czech geographers are developing and will develop the geo
graphical prognosis as a useful implement in fulfilling the tasks of geography 
in the period of the scientific-technical revolution. 
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Shrnuti 

GEOGRAFICKA PROGNOZA V SOUCASNE GESKE GEOGRAFIl 

Progn6zovanI je systematicke zkoumani budoucnosti a formulovanl vedeckych vy
poved! 0 objektivne moznych alternativach a varialltaeh objektu progn6zy do !:lUdfJu,:. 
nosti. Geogr.aficka prognoz.a pak je komplex navzajem souvisejicich hodnoceni 0 vyvoji 
geografie jako vedy a vyvOji objektu tEto vedy tj. krajillne sfery v budoucnosti. Geogra 
ficka prognoza Je ukol velmi slozity a odpovedny. Svym charakterem nalezi do skupiny 
vedeckotechnickych prognoz. Je ti'eba zdllraznit, ze vedE'ekotechnicka prognostika a pm· 
xe veclE;ckotechnickeho progn6zovuni s€ nachazi jeslii v pocatc(ch,.sveho vyvoje. V sou· 
casne dobe probiha v Ceskoslovensku aktivni proees zdokollalovanf metod geograficke
ilo prognozovanL Metodologickym ziikladem ceske geogrnficke prognostiky jsou vedec
ke kategorie materialisticke dialektiky a pi'edevsim prinCipy objektivncsti a zakonitosli 
vyvoje, poznavatelnosti a nevycerpatelnosti realneho sveta. Vyznam geograficke progno
zy spociva v tom, ze v soucasne doM docllazi v Ceskoslovensku k rychlemu rozvoji 
geografie jako vedy, souc.asne vsak k rozsiihlym zmenam v jejim objektu, tj. v sektoru 
krajinne sfery na uzemi CSSR pod vlivem int€nzivni hospodai'ske cinnosti spolecnosti 
p1'l budovani vyspele socialisticke spolecnosti Zei!nena socializace zemiJdelstvi a indu 
strializace zemMelske vyroby podstatne zmimily raz krajiny rozsahlych oblasti GSSR. 
Rozsireni vyroby a zavedeni novych druhu vyroby l1Ajen zvysilo zivotni uroven obyva
teistva, ale projevilo se i nekterymi negativnimi vlivy na krajinu a zivotni prostl'adi. 
Proto rna geograficka prognoza nejen teoreticky, ale i bezprosti'edne prakticky vyznam. 

Z funkcniho hlediska jsou v clanku rozliseny tfi typy geograficke prognozy, a to 
vyzkumne, programove a org.anizacni prognozy. Jsou probrany hlavni metody pouzivane 
pfi geograficke prognoze, a to zejmena metody extrapolace, expertizy a modelovani. 
Z hlediska mei'itka jsou rozliseny progn6zy gloMlni, regionalni a oblastni. Jako pri
klad je uvedena prognoza vyvoje zivotniho prosti'edi GSR. 
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